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I. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER 

Petitioner Jaycee Fuller asks this Court to review the decision 

by the Court of Appeals, Division Ill, referred to in Section II. 

II. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION 

The Petitioner seeks review of the Court of Appeals decision 

issued December 28, 2016. A copy of the Court's unpublished 

opinion is attached as Appendix A. Attached as Appendix B is 

the Court's denial of a motion for reconsideration issued 

January 26, 2017. This petition for review is timely made. RAP 

13.4(a); RAP 18.6. 

Ill. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

A. Is a prose criminal defendant's legal research, motions, 

correspondence with an assistant privileged work product 

which should not be viewed by jail personnel? 

B. Did Mr. Fuller preserve his objection to testimony that was 

speculative, irrelevant and misleading? 

C. Did the State impermissibly pyramid vague inferences and 

speculations to supplant the absence of basic facts from 

which the essential inference of an actual flight be drawn? 
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D. Where evidence of the predicate felony used to convict the 

defendant is based on an impermissible pyramiding of 

inferences and speculation, must it be reversed ? 

E. Was the evidence insufficient to sustain a conviction for 

murder in the first degree where the state failed to present 

evidence of premeditation or an actual or attempted 

robbery? 

IV. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Jaycee Fuller ("Fuller") was charged with first-degree felony 

murder with a robbery predicate and first-degree premeditated 

murder, both with deadly weapon enhancements, in the death of 

Mohamed Ahmed. CP 1-2. Fuller was convicted, but in a 

published opinion dated August 2013, the Court of Appeals 

reversed the conviction. On retrial, Fuller proceeded pro so and 

remained in the Pierce County Jail. (PCJ). 6/24/16 RP 16. 

On September 4, 2013, he alerted the court that his mother 

had been assisting him with legal research and typed his motions. 

She sent documents marked "Legal Mail" to him. He complained to 

PCJ that officers were opening this mail. 9/4/13 RP 9. Believing 

the problem resolved, Fuller agreed to file a written motion for the 

court to consider at a later hearing. 9/4/13 RP 9-10. 
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Eight days later, September 12, a PCJ officer grabbed 

Fuller's mail that contained motions, research, and work product for 

his case. Fuller explained he was pro se, and the contents were 

from his mother. When Fuller tried to speak with her to get his legal 

mail, she ordered him to lockdown and filed an incident report. CP 

98. Fuller submitted an affidavit signed by 13 inmates who 

witnessed the event, averring he had not disobeyed any direct 

order from the officer and was not disrespectful. CP 96-97. She 

kept his legal materials for 19 hours. CP 93. 

On September 24, 2013, Fuller filed a motion for sanction 

against the State because he believed jail staff was giving the 

prosecutor's office access to his legal mail. CP 90-97; 10/1/13 RP 

14. Sergeant Miller from PCJ said that officers open inmate mail to 

search for contraband. She said mail was not copied or sent to the 

prosecutor unless "we find cause for inappropriate behavior." 

10/1/13 RP 16. Fuller withdrew his motion after the court assured 

him he would not lose the right to argue it later. 10/1/13 RP 15. 

Several months later, March 27, 2014, Fuller presented a 

CrR 8.3(b) due to government misconduct, specifically, the issue of 

his legal mail and the State's comments to the media. 3/27/14 RP 

122-129; CP 127-141. Fuller contended the information he sent and 
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received regarding his strategy, research and motions should be 

regarded as privileged work product. 3/27/14 RP 142. He showed 

the court two envelopes, opened by jail staff with "Not" Legal Mail 

written on them. 3/27/14 RP 124. 

He maintained the jail gave copies of his mail to the 

prosecutor's office. 3/27/14 RP 143. During his first trial he had 

written a letter to his girlfriend with remarks about his defense 

attorney. It was returned to him in the jail. Soon after, his attorney 

brought a copy of it to him and was angry about the disparaging 

comments. Fuller reasonably concluded the attorney had received 

a copy of the letter from PCJ through the prosecution. 3/27/14 RP 

124. 

Prosecutor Penner agreed that if PCJ were copying Fuller's 

legal mail and funneling it to the prosecutor's office, it might be 

government misconduct. 3/27/14 RP 144. He was not aware of 

mail being provided to his office, but agreed to look into the matter.1 

3/27/14 RP 145. The court found no misconduct, but said, "I know 

the jail officers follow the policies. I've had some questions about 

some jail policies involving proses myself." 3/27/15 RP 150. The 

1 Mr Penner was replaced by Ms. Novahec and the court never got 
an answer to Mr. Penner's investigation. 
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court denied Fuller's motions to dismiss and/or to sanction the 

prosecutor's office. 3/27/14 RP 1482
. The court said Fuller's 

research, motions, and strategies would not be considered 

privileged work product. 3/27/14 RP 141-142. 

In pretrial motions in limine, Fuller asked the court to: 

Prohibit the prosecution from introducing into evidence photographs 
of the 13-inch shoe print, or from mentioning or eliciting testimony 
about the shoe prints. In the previous trial Detective Reopelle 
testified all shoe impressions were only 13 inches long (RP 649 
lines 16-19). He then measures my boots (RP 6591ines 8-13) and 
my boots come out at 13 'Y2 inches long. Now an expert is not 
necessary to know a large 13 'Y2 inch long boot can't leave 
consistent 13 inch boot prints. This evidence is irrelevant, unfairly 
prejudicial and blatantly speculative. 

CP 315. (emphasis added). 

In the October 28, 2014, the court short-handed the motion 

saying, "13, prohibit the prosecution from introducing photographs 

of the shoe prints." 10/28/14 RP 137. The court decided until it 

heard the testimony it was not going to make a definitive ruling. 

1 0/28/14 RP 139. After the testimony Fuller objected because 

2 On April 22, 2014, Mr. Fuller filed a motion for discretionary review 
with the Court of Appeals on the rulings. (CP 184-203). The Court 
denied the motion and specifically ruled that Fuller did not provide 
support for his contention that legal mail includes a prose 
defendant's correspondence with non-attorneys. (CP 209). 
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there was no link between the indentations and the crime. 11/6/14 

RP 385;387. The court denied the motion. 11/6/14 RP 388. 

At the same hearing, over defense objection, the court ruled 

the following items were admissible: Newspapers found at a county 

garbage dump several feet away from Fuller's garbage; 

photographs of indentations in beauty bark mulch found some 

distance from the crime scene; a security video from the Masa 

restaurant which was described as "looking through a door that's 

being pushed open by patrons through a small window that's used 

for ... handing lattes through." (11/4/2014 RP 106); testimony that 

Mr. Fuller had told others he hated foreigners. (10/28/14 RP 131-

169). 

At 3:05a.m. on March 8, 2009, Muhamed Ahmed picked up 

a taxi fare on Sixth Street near the Masa restaurant in Tacoma. 

11/5/14 RP 218;221. Around 5:30a.m. that same morning a 

Tacoma police officer observed a cab facing south on the uphill 

slope of the entrance to a parking lot; yhe motor and meter still 

running. 11/3/14 RP 52;56-57;66;70. The body of Ahmed was face 

down next to the cab, his arm tangled in the seatbelt. 11/6/15 RP 

309;311. Mr. Ahmed had sustained three stab wounds and multiple 

sharp force injuries to his right hand. 11/12/14 RP 143; 145. 
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In the cab center console was a wallet that was undisturbed, 

a cell phone, credit cards and personal papers. 11/3/14 RP 

149; 152. His right interior jacket pocket contained $160 in folded 

cash. 11/6/14 RP 333-34;368. The left pocket contained $49. 

11/6/15 RP 368. A wallet containing $5 was found in the right front 

visor. 11/3/14 RP 175. The lead detective testified: 

Q. Okay. But, now, from what Detective Void reported to 
you, and from what you've seen, have you seen anything 
that would point to a robbery that was taken from the cab? 
A. Not a successful one, no. 
Q. But not anything to show that there was-- well, was there 
any evidence of an attempted robbery? 
A. The cab driver being deceased in an isolated area is 
something that caused me concern; let's put it that way. 
Q. It's cause for concern, but it's not proof that there was a 
crime committed that would be related to robbery. 
A. Okay. I can accept that. 

11/6/2014 RP 363. (Italics added) 

North and east of the cab was a sloped area covered in 

beauty bark mulch that ended at a ten-foot retaining wall. 

Detective Reopelle testified it looked like someone started at the 

top of the slope, made deep impressions when they landed at the 

bottom and then jumped off the 1 0-foot retaining wall to a lower 

area onto more beauty bark. 11/4/2014 RP 15. He believed the 

impressions were headed in a northeastern direction away from the 

area. ld. He said the easiest way to get to Mr. Fuller's apartment 
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from that parking lot was to head northeast from the area. 11/4/14 

RP 53. 

One set of impressions measured 13 inches. The other set 

were not measured because the area was so disturbed. 11/4/2014 

RP 16; 18;49. Despite the fact that Reopelle was not qualified as an 

expert, he testified there was a "slight" heel impression, and the 

black boots recovered from Fuller's apartment were "consistent 

with" the impressions he saw in the beauty bark. 11/4/2014 RP 

26;50;55. He opined that the heel impression showed the individual 

was running away from the retaining wall. 11/4/14 RP 55. Detective 

Miller testified there were no discernable features in the beauty 

bark. 11/6/14 RP 357. He also stated there was nothing linking the 

impressions to the crime, aside from the speculation that the 

impressions showed someone leaving the area. 11/6/14 RP 358. 

Officers later searched Mr. Fuller's home and removed two pairs of 

boots: both measured thirteen and a half inches (13 1'2) in length. 

11/4/14 RP 24. The court denied Mr. Fuller's motion to strike the 

indentation testimony for being speculative and irrelevant. 11/6/14 

RP 387-88. 

At the north end of the parking lot, officers found a "beanie" 

cap on the ground. 11/4/14 RP 14. The cap had the "Keg 
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Steakhouse" logo on the front and a white strip around the bottom 

portion. 11/4/14 RP 19. Keg hats had been given out as a present 

to Keg employees the year Fuller worked there. 11/4/14 RP 20. He 

testified that he, like other employees, had left his hat at the party. 

11/5/14 RP 128-29; 11/24/14 RP 28-29. Two of his acquaintances 

testified Fuller told him he lost his hat jumping out of a window, but 

could not remember when that conversation happened. 11/12/14 

RP 68;118. Pre-crime video surveillance of Mr. Fuller collected and 

reviewed by officers had no images of him wearing a Keg hat. 

11/6/14 RP 377-379. 

The recovered hat had two coarse body hairs, five fine body 

hairs, and five human hair fragments. 11/10/14 RP 20. Of the 

recovered hairs, only one coarse body hair was suitable for nuclear 

DNA analysis, however it was never tested. 11/10/14 RP 20;33. 

One loose strand of hair, 10 ~to 11 inches in length, was collected 

from the inside of the hat. 11/6/14 RP 331-32. 

The forensic analyst testified mitochondrial DNA analysis of 

the one long hair from the beanie and hair later removed from Mr. 

Fuller's apartment and a bag of hair3
, removed from a garbage 

3 Fuller testified that on March 5th or 6 th 2009, he cut his hair because he 
needed to find a job. (11/24/14 RP 78). 
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dump that included Fuller's trash, by 2009 standards shared the 

same mitochondrial profile as 2 out of 1,674 people in the 

database.4 11/12/14 RP 21. In 2014, the sequences were 

interpreted under a different standard and the new interpretation 

was 0 out of 1674. 11/12/14 RP 20-21. She concluded all three 

samples could not be excluded as originating from the same 

maternal lineage. 11/12/14 RP 28. The analysis did not point to a 

unique individual. 11/12/14 RP 27 -29; 11/5/14 RP 163-66. A 

scraping from the inside of the hat yielded a DNA profile that was 

presented as a statistical match for Fuller. 11/1 0/14 RP 70. 

Police searched the apartment from which Fuller had been 

evicted. 11/12/14 RP 37. Maintenance had already placed Fuller's 

belongings into plastic bags and then the dumpster. 11/12/14 RP 

38. Realizing the dumpster had been emptied, they obtained a 

warrant for the Tacoma landfill dump. 11/4/2014 RP 107; 109. The 

dumpster at the El Popo was the first pick up of the day, and its 

garbage would have been in the back of the truck. 11/10/14 p.m. 

RP 52. 

4 Mitochondrial DNA analysis uses a database of 4,839 unrelated 
individuals which is searched to see how many times a particular profile is 
seen within that database. 
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With 1/3 of the truck emptied at the dump, officers searched 

the mound of trash. 11/4/2014 RP 1 07; 11/24/14 RP 57. They 

found Fuller's mail, a plastic bag containing hair, and some 

clothing, including a black beanie style hat. 11/10/14 a.m. RP 43-

46; 11/6/14 RP 381. The black beanie contained interwoven hair, 

suggesting it had been worn for sometime, but was never tested for 

hair comparison. 11/10/14 a.m. RP 30. The clothing was tested for 

blood and the results were negative. 11/10/14 p.m. RP 46. 

In a pile of trash two to three feet away from the items 

associated with Fuller, officers saw Tacoma News Tribune 

newspapers dated March 91
h and March 1 01

h the date of Ahmed's 

death. 11/4/2014 RP 108; 11/10/14 RP 53. The papers did not 

appear to have been opened. 11/6/14 RP 382; 11/10/14 RP 53-54. 

Nothing identified the papers as belonging to anyone, and no 

fingerprints were recovered. 11/4/2014 RP 109. Prosecutors 

argued the papers belonged to Mr. Fuller because they were found 

in the trash several feet away from his bagged belongings and 

evidenced guilt. 11/25/14 RP 20; 29. 

Police spliced together various Tacoma business 

surveillance videos for the investigation. 11/4/2014 RP 68-69. Of 

the five or six videos from businesses on Sixth near the Masa, the 
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only video that showed the individual police viewed as a suspect 

was a video from the Masa Restaurant. The recording ran from 

midnight to 3:15a.m. on the morning of March 8, 2009. 11/4/2014 

RP 66;72. At 1:40 a.m., an individual taking one to two steps in an 

easterly direction passed the front of the Masa restaurant. 

11/4/2014 RP 72; 11/19/14 RP 63; 106. 

At 3:045 a.m., 25 minutes after the alleged suspect walked 

past the restaurant, a second clip depicted a cab going eastbound 

on Sixth Ave. 11/19/14 RP 38. Video from the nearby liquor store 

showed a cab passing eastbound and then making a u-turn to head 

westbound. 11/19/14 RP 39. One minute later a car traveled 

westbound on Sixth, with its brake lights on. 11/19/14 RP 38. The 

video does not show anyone getting into a cab, nor did any of the 

other videos along the street that were retrieved as evidence. 

11/4/2014 RP 72-73. 

A forensic video analyst testified testified the Masa video 

showed an individual wearing dark heavy shoes and a dark shirt 

and jacket, a hat with a white stripe along the base, and a 

distinctive reflective area. 11/19/14 RP 117-119. He could not see 

5 The time was adjusted for daylight savings time. 
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with any detail what the reflective area depicted and would not say 

it was the Keg hat. 11/19/14 RP 119. He thought the hat in the 

Masa video and the recovered Keg beanie were hats consistent in 

class: meaning of the same construction, not that the items were 

the same. 11/19/14 RP 119;125. 

Comparing the pre-crime Pawn-X video with the Masa video, 

he opined that the skin tone of both men was "not inconsistent" and 

both appeared to have dark areas on the face consistent with facial 

hair. 11/19/14 RP 130. He said it would be overstated to say the 

footwear, clothing, and jacket in the Pawn-X video and the Masa 

video were the same but were "consistent in class." 11/19/14 RP 

125-26. There was insufficient detail to determine whether the 

individual in the Masa video had long hair. 11/19/14 RP 134. 

Fuller was convicted on both counts. CP 532-533. On 

appeal, the Court of Appeals declined to address the bark 

indentation testimony and whether Fuller's legal papers were work 

product. It held that because the record did not indicate the jail 

committed any wrongdoing in confiscating his legal mail for 19 

hours, there was no violation of Fuller's rights. The Court rejected 

Fuller's challenges to his conviction. 
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V. ARGUMENT WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE ACCEPTED 

1. Meaningful Access To The Courts Is A Fundamental 
Constitutional Right And An Incarcerated ProSe 
Defendant's Legal Materials Are Privileged Work Product. 

The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution and 

Article 1, §22 of the Washington Constitution grant a criminal 

defendant the right to represent himself at trial. State v. Vermillion, 

112 Wn.App. 844,850,51 P.3d 188 (2002). This is a substantive 

right, which must be made meaningful by providing the resources 

necessary to prepare an adequate prose defense. State v. Silva, 

107 Wn.App. 605, 620, 27 P.3d 663 (2001 ). 

The issue Fuller raises is one that has not been addressed 

by Washington courts: whether the research, strategy, thoughts, 

interview notes and motion drafts of a pro se defendant are 

privileged work product. He contends it is and the State interfered 

with that privilege when it opened, perused and/or copied his 

mailed marked "Legal Mail". 

The work product doctrine recognizes "it is essential that a 

lawyer work with a certain degree of privacy, free from unnecessary 

intrusion by opposing parties and their counsel. .. proper preparation 

of a ... case demands that he assemble information, sift the ... 

14 
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relevant from the irrelevant facts, prepare his legal theories and 

plan his strategy without undue and needless interference." U.S. v. 

Nobles, 422 U.S. 225,237,95 S.Ct. 2160,45 L.Ed.2d 141 (1975). 

The work product protection belongs to the attorney as well as the 

client. !d. at 236;238-39. 

Under Washington law, work product documents do not 

need to be personally prepared by counsel; they can be prepared 

by or for the party or the party's representative, so long as they are 

prepared in anticipation of litigation. Heidebrink v. Moriwaki, 104 

Wn.2d 392, 396, 706 P.2d 212 (1985). The work product doctrine 

is distinct from and broader than the attorney client privilege. 

Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 508, 67 S.Ct. 385 (1947). 

Interference with a defendant's foundational right to privately 

communicate with his attorney is violated where the State 

intentionally intrudes on such privileged communications. The 

remedy is dismissal. State v. Granacki, 90 Wn.App. 598, 959 P.2d 

667 (1998); State vCory, 62 Wn.2d 371,382 P.2d 1019 (1963); 

State v. Garza, 99 Wn.App. 291, 994 P.2d 868 (2000); State v. 

Fuentes, 179 Wn.2d 808,820, 318 P.2d 808 (2014). Where the 

State intrudes prejudice is presumed. !d. at 812. 
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Jail personnel were aware the mail contained Fuller's legal 

materials and deliberately marked it "Not" Legal Mail. PCJ opened 

and read mail that was marked legal mail; confiscated his mail for 

19 hours; and, as Mr. Fuller showed on at least one occasion, 

made a copy of his mail and presented it to his defense attorney 

without any explanation of "inappropriate behavior" concerns. 

Fuentes, 179 Wn. at 820;822. Fuller asks this Court to review the 

constitutionality of reviewing, confiscating, copying the mail of 

incarcerated prose defendants. 

2. Mr. Fuller Preserved His Objection To The Admission Of 
Indentations In Mulch Which Was Non Probative, 
Misleading, And Presented As Evidence of Guilt. 

The purpose of a motion in limine is to avoid the requirement 

that contested evidence be objected to when offered during trial; 

the losing party is deemed to have a standing objection where a 

judge has made a final ruling on the motion, "[u]nless the trial court 

indicates that further objections at trial are required when making its 

ruling." State v. Powell, 126 Wn.2d 244, 256, 893 P.2d 615 (1995). 

If the ruling is tentative, the error is waived unless the trial court has 

the opportunity to reconsider its ruling. /d. at 257. 
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The trial court indicated that its ruling was tentative; it 

wanted to first hear the testimony. The court gave no indication that 

Fuller needed to make further objections on the issue before or 

during the testimony. See Powell, 126 Wn.2d at 257. After the 

testimony, Fuller raised his objection, giving the court an 

opportunity to make a final decision. 11/6/14 RP 386-87. Mr. Fuller 

preserved his objection. 

The admission of the indentation testimony was particularly 

unduly prejudicial as it was used to create a speculative and 

conjectural inference of guilt absent substantial evidence. Unfair 

prejudice is "prejudice caused by evidence of 'scant or cumulative 

probative force, dragged in by the heels for the sake of its 

prejudicial effect." Carson v. Fine, 123 Wn.2d 206, 223, 867 P.2d 

610 (1994). He respectfully asks this Court to review the trial 

court's decision to admit testimony about the shoe indentations. 

3. The Right To Due Process Under Washington 
Constitution, Article 1 ,§3 and the United States Constitution, 
Fourteenth Amendment Was Violated Where The State 
Failed To Prove The Essential Elements Of The Crime. 

This Court should accept review because sufficiency of the 

evidence for a conviction is a question of constitutional magnitude. 

RAP 13.4(3). Constitutional due process of law requires the State 
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to prove all essential elements of the crime charged beyond a 

reasonable doubt. Sandstrom v. Montana, 442 U.S. 510. 99 S.Ct. 

2450, 61 L.Ed.2d 39 (1979). The Court of Appeals opinion 

affirming the conviction does not comport with due process as it 

rests on impermissible inference rather than substantial evidence. 

A fact finder is permitted to infer one fact from the existence 

of another essential to guilt, so long as reason and experience 

support the inference. State v. Bencivenga, 137 Wn.2d 703, 707, 

974 P.2d 832 (1999). "Unless it can be said with substantial 

assurance that the presumed fact is more likely than not to flow 

from the proved fact on which it is made to depend" the inference is 

invalid. Turner v. U.S., 396 U.S. 398, 405, 90 S.Ct. 642, 24 L.Ed.d 

610 (1970). 

The facts here were that Ahmed picked up a fare sometime 

in the early morning of March 91
h. Twenty-five minutes before that, 

an individual is seen videotape took one to two steps in front of the 

Masa Restaurant and not seen again on any surveillance cameras. 

There was no evidence that Fuller was ever inside the cab. 

Ahmed was killed in a parking lot. He had collected fourteen 

fares that day, mostly short rides. 11/5/14 RP 250;254. The money 

found his cab, over $200, was considered a very good night. 
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11/5/14 RP 150. His credit cards, wallet, and cell phone were 

undisturbed. Reason and experience do not support the inference 

of an attempted robbery merely because the location was isolated 

at that time of morning. 

Fuller pawned some of his belongings because he was 

unemployed and evicted from his apartment. These facts do not 

support the inference of attempted robbery. 

Newspapers found in a garbage dump several feet away 

from Fuller's trash do not support a reasonable inference of 

consciousness of guilt. It was utter speculation to assume the 

papers belonged to him or that they evidenced guilt. Likewise, it 

was utter conjecture to conclude that indentations in mulch were 

pointed in the direction of an escape route toward Fuller's 

apartment. 

The DNA found on the inside of the Keg beanie hat included 

Mr. Fuller. However, no evidence was presented that could show 

how long it had been inside the hat, when it got there, how long it 

had been in the parking lot or why his DNA was not on the outside 

of the cap. 

Speculation and conjecture are not a valid basis for upholding a 

jury's guilty verdict. State v. Presteard, 108 Wn.App. 14, 42-43, 38 
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P.3d 817 (2001). In cases such as this, involving only scant, 

sparse and circumstantial evidence, along with a series of 

inferences, the essential proof of guilt cannot be supplied by a 

pyramiding of inferences. State v. Weaver, 60 Wn.2d 87, 89, 371 

P.2d 1006 (1962). Mr. Fuller respectfully asks this Court to grant 

review of his petition. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing facts and authorities, Mr. Fuller 

respectfully asks this Court to grant review of his petition. 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

DIVISION II 

STATE OF WASHINGTON, No. 47007-1-II 

Respondent, 

v. 

JAYCEE FULLER, UNPUBLISHED OPINION 

A pellant. 

MELNICK, J.- Jaycee Fu11er, a self-represented litigant at trial, appeals his convictions for 

felony murder in the first degree and premeditated murder in the first degree. We conclude that 

the trial court did not abuse its discretion by admitting evidence or by denying Fuller's motion to 

dismiss. We decline to review Fuller's unpreserved argument regarding a Tweet from the 

prosecutor's office's Twitter1 account. Finally, we conclude sufficient evidence supports Fuller's 

convictions. We affirm. 

1 Twitter is a social networking platform. It gives people a vehicle to express themselves online in 
short soundbites called "tweets" that are limited to 140 characters. By default, any Twitter user 
can sign up to "follow" any other Twitter user, which means Twitter will cause the follower to 
receive all tweets the author publishes. When an author publishes tweets, he's often publishing 
them to a wide audience, and he often has no personal connection with most members of that 
audience. Nunes v. Twitter, Inc., No. 14-CV-02843-VC, 2016 WL 3660526, at *1 (N.D. Cal. July 
1, 2016). 
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FACTS 

I. CRIME SCENE 

In the early morning of March 8. 2009, police responded to a crime scene near South 

Tacoma Way in Tacoma. Police found a King Cab Taxi cab stopped in the road near a parking 

lot, at the end of a slope. The cab and the meter were still running. Based on the tire tracks, it 

appeared to the officers that the cab came from a nearby parking lot. The cab driver, Muhamed 

Ahmed, was deceased when police arrived. Officers found him face down next to the cab with his 

left arm tangled in the seatbelt. Ahmed sustained two knife-like or sharp-force injuries to the neck. 

Police found a one dollar bill and a "King Cab" business card on the right rear floorboard 

ofthe cab. Report ofProceedings (RP) (Nov. 3, 2014) at 91, 145. The center console appeared to 

be broken or tom back. The police found a wallet, a cell phone, credit cards, and personal papers 

in the center console which appeared untouched. The crime scene technicians did not recover 

finger prints of value from inside the cab. 

Inside Ahmed's right interior jacket pocket, the police found $160. The bills were blood 

stained. They found an additional $49 in Ahmed's left interior jacket pocket and an additional $5 

in the visor of the cab. According to another cab driver, cab drivers frequently kept money in 

several different places inside the vehicle in case someone tried to rob them. 

The police found a charcoal grey beanie cap in the parking lot in close proximity to the 

cab. It was black with a white stripe and had a "Keg Steakhouse" restaurant logo on the front. RP 

(Nov. 4, 2014) at 19; RP (Nov. 6, 2014) at 329. It also had a small amount ofwhat appeared to be 

blood on it. One detective found a long hair, I 0.5 to 11 inches long, inside the cap. 
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Police observed several different blood patterns within the cab, generally coming from the 

driver's seat. These patterns indicated movement coming from the front driver's seat and, "to a 

lesser extent," the left rear seat. RP (Nov. 3, 2014) at 153. The rubber floor mat under the driver's 

seat was also "a little askew" and seemed to be the only other item "out of place" in an otherwise 

"very neat, very clean, very tidy" cab. RP (Nov. 3, 2014) at 153-54. From these facts, it appeared 

that an attack took place inside the vehicle while Ahmed was in the driver's seat and the attacker 

was in the rear left seat. 

The trial comt admitted a video and photographs of the crime scene. In part, they showed 

indentations, made in bark, in the hillside on the perimeter of the scene. Nobody took shoe 

impressions because the impressions lacked detail and were distorted because of the bark. Only 

the general shape of the indentations was visible. The police did take measurements of them. 

A detective observed impressions in the hillside, covered in "beauty bark," that appeared 

to be foot impressions of someone who had "bounded down the beauty bark." RP (Nov. 4, 2014) 

at 15. He observed two deep impressions at the top of the hillside and another two lower down. 

The impressions below the retaining wall measured approximately 13 inches each. No 

measurements of the impressions on the hillside were taken because they were "so disturbed." RP 

(Nov. 4, 2014) at 16. The detective opined that it looked as though the person who made the 

impressions jumped off the retaining wall to a lower area which was also covered in beauty bark. 

The indentations were only 20 feet away from the beanie cap, along the easiest point of egress. 

The detective opined that a person out for a walk would not likely jump from a 10 foot retaining 

wall. 
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II. INVESTIGATION 

A. Ahmed and His Cab 

Ahmed, a 22-year-old, came to the United States from Somalia as a refugee in 2005. He 

drove a cab for King Cab Taxi and took English as a second language classes. On the day Ahmed 

died, he had worked roughly 10 hours and took 14 fares. No one knew how much money Ahmed 

had when he started his shift or precisely how much Ahmed made from his fares. 

Ahmed's cab was equipped with a "panic button" the driver could press if trouble arose. 

RP (Nov. 4, 2014) at 95. Ahmed did not push the panic button during his last fare on March 8. 

The cab's last known route was captured by the vehicle's GPS (Global Positional System). 

It showed that a passenger flagged Ahmed's cab on the street, near Masa, a bar on Sixth Avenue. 

A map of the route Ahmed took was admitted at trial. It showed that he left Masa, went past the 

El Popo Apartments, went down South Tacoma Way, briefly drove down Alder Street, continued 

onto 36th Street, and turned onto Lawrence Street, where the cab stopped. The trip began at 3:05 

A.M. and the cab stopped moving at 3:17A.M. 

South Alder Street was not a commonly used road because it was bumpy and only partially 

paved but was frequently used by Yell ow Cab Company drivers because it provided easy access 

to Yellow Cab from South Tacoma Way. 

Police obtained video footage ofthe area around Masa on Sixth Avenue the morning ofthe 

murder. One video recording showed Ahmed's cab pulling to the curb at about 3:05A.M. An 

individual walked past Masa. Video footage from Anthony's Trucking also showed what appeared 

to be the cab turning onto Alder Street and then a cab continuing on the route shown by GPS. 
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In addition to Ahmed's cab, the video footage from the outside ofMasa showed a white 

male. He appeared to be in his late twenties or early thirties, approximately 6 feet tall, weighing 

approximately 200 pounds, wearing dark clothing, heavy footwear, and a black stocking cap with 

a white stripe around the base of it and a logo on it. The individual had a long dark ponytail and 

facial hair. The cap he was wearing appeared to match the one found at the scene. 

B. Connection to Fuller 

Fuller had worked at the Keg Steakhouse as a dishwasher. An employee at the Keg 

Steakhouse informed a detective that the beanie cap found in the parking lot was not publically 

available; employees had received the beanie at a Christmas party in 2006 or 2007. Fuller received 

one of the caps. Fuller had worked at the restaurant as a dishwasher and also drove a cab for the 

Yellow Cab Company that would occasionally pick up people from the restaurant. Fuller had long 

hair, past his shoulders, that he often wore in a ponytail, and was of medium build. 

Officers also obtained video from a Pawn X-Change on Sixth Avenue from a few days 

before Ahmed's murder where Fuller pawned some of his property. The lead detective compared 

the Masa video of the individual walking past the bar and the Pawn X-Change video which he 

knew showed Fuller. The detective found the man in the Pawn X-Change video and man in the 

Masa video had similar heights, weights, general builds, clothing, gestures, and movements. A 

forensic video analyst opined that clothing Fuller was wearing in the Pawn X-Change video was 

not inconsistent with the clothing the man was wearing in the Masa video. The analyst also opined 

that the man in both the videos appeared to have light skin, a mustache, and possibly a long 

ponytail. 
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At the time of the incident, Fuller lived at the El Popo Apartments which were northwest 

of the crime scene. Fuller was evicted from the El Popo Apartments at the end of March 2009 for 

not paying rent. 

Fuller had previously worked for the Yell ow Cab Company and was fired about three 

months before Ahmed's murder. Fuller then worked for another cab company in January 2009 for 

a few weeks. That job ended because Fuller could not pay the lease on the cab. While working 

for Yellow Cab, Fuller's hair was long and worn in a ponytail and he often wore a charcoal grey 

beanie cap from the Keg. Fuller told the operations manager that he carried a knife for protection 

and that he did not like foreigners or immigrants coming to America and taking American jobs. 

Around March 9, while being evicted, Fuller moved in with a friend, Heather Staley. He 

had a shaved head and scratches on his face. Fuller told Staley he shaved his head because he was 

looking for a job. Staley stated that Fuller regularly carried a knife. 

After living with Staley, Fuller moved in with Curtis Alms and Lucretia Randle. Alms and 

Randle knew that Fuller prided himself on his long hair, yet at the time Fuller moved in, he had a 

shaved head. Fuller told Alms he cut it to join the Navy SEALs. Fuller also told Alms and Randle 

that he lost his Keg cap when he jumped out a third floor window and cut himself. Randle stated 

that Fuller had also told her that he lost the cap within days of receiving it. Randle stated that 

Fuller brought up the cab murder and that people at his work were joking and saying it was him 

and that it was his cap. Alms knew Fuller regularly carried a knife. 

Fuller told Alms and Randle that he hated King Cab because they only hired foreigners and 

would not hire him. Alms testified that he and Fuller went to Fuller's El Popo apartment to get 

more of his belongings. They picked up more of Fuller's clothes, some furniture, and "a bunch of 

knives, swords, [and] daggers." RP (Nov. 12, 2014) at 82. 
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C. Search Warrant Evidence 

The police put Fuller under surveillance between March 19 and April2. On April2, 2009, 

police searched the El Popo Apartments trash that was in a garbage truck on route to the dump and 

found mail with Fuller's name on it, an identification card and prescription document with Fuller's 

name on them, cut hair in a plastic bag, a lot of bills, and two newspapers from March 9 and March 

10 that had front page articles about Ahmed's murder. The hair was between 12 and 16 inches in 

length. The newspapers did not have identifYing information but were in close proximity to the 

other items. 

Police also executed a search warrant on Fuller's El Popo apartment on April2. There, the 

police seized hair from the bathroom. The laboratory technicians examining the hair found in the 

garbage and in Fuller's bathroom detennined that it was human head hair that was suitable for 

mitochondrial DNA 2 testing, but not nuclear DNA testing, because the hair lacked roots. The 

technicians then analyzed the hair to compare to other samples. The hair was sent to another 

private out-of-state forensic laboratory for mitochondrial DNA testing. 

An out-of-state forensics laboratory also was sent a buccal swab from Fuller and the 

profiles created by the first laboratory. The out-of-state laboratory developed DNA profiles. The 

analyst found that Ful1er could not be excluded as a contributor to the hair from the landfill, the 

bathroom, or the beanie cap and that the profiles were consistent with each other. She found that 

the profile was rare. 

2 Deoxyribonucleic acid. 
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The Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory tested the blood on the outside and the 

DNA on the inside of the beanie cap. The blood was a mixture of DNA from more than one 

person. The "major part of the profile" was a match to Ahmed but the minor part could not be 

conclusively determined. RP (Nov. 10,2014 pm) at 66. 

The DNA profile created from the sample collected from the inside of the beanie cap 

matched Fuller's DNA. The statistical probability of selecting an unrelated individual at random 

from the United States population with a matching profile was one in 440 trillion, and the sample 

from the cap appeared to come from a single source. There was also evidence that Fuller had 

fingemail scratches on his face. The crime laboratory tested fingernail clippings from Ahmed but 

found only that they were covered with blood. 

The laboratory also tested swabs taken from the cab's left rear door handle of the cab. The 

DNA profile was a mixture of at least three people. Neither Ahmed nor Fuller could be excluded 

from the profile as possible contributors. 

The police seized two pair of size thirteen boots related to Fuller. The detective who 

investigated the crime scene believed the heel in the bark indentation was consistent with the boots. 

D. Charges and First Trial 

The State charged Fuller with felony murder in the first degree and premeditated murder 

in the first degree. Robbery or attempted robbery in the first degree constituted the predicates for 

the premeditated murder. Both charges carried a deadly weapon sentencing enhancement. A jury 

found Fuller guilty ofboth charges and Fuller appealed. See State v. Fuller, 169 Wn. App. 797, 

811,282 P.3d 126 (2012). We reversed the convictions and remanded to the trial court. See Fuller, 

169 Wn. App. at 836. The State charged the same counts with deadly weapon enhancements in 

Fuller's second trial. 
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III. SECOND TRIAL 

A. Pretrial Motions 

In Fuller's second trial, Fuller represented himself with standby counsel. To prepare 

documents, Fuller, who was in custody, drafted documents and sent them to his mother who would 

type them. Fuller's mother is not an attorney. 

On September4, 2013, Fuller told the trial court that his mother was helping him with legal 

research and was typing his motions. She used the mail system and marked her work "legal." RP 

(Sept. 4, 2013) at 9. Fuller raised concerns that the jail mail room opened his mail marked "legal." 

RP (Sept. 4, 2013) at 9. Fuller filed a motion regarding the issue. 

Fuller also filed a pretrial motion asserting prosecutorial misconduct. He argued that the 

Pierce County Prosecutor, Mark Lindquist, improperly discussed Fuller's case with the media. He 

argued Lindquist should be disqualified from prosecuting his case. However, Fuller conceded that 

a year had passed since the news last mentioned his case. The trial court denied the motion to 

disqualify Lindquist. 

On September 24, Fuller filed an additional motion seeking sanctions against the State. He 

alleged that the jail officers were sharing his legal mail with the prosecutor's office. Fuller 

included affidavits that stated an officer took the mail Fuller's mother had sent him. This mail 

included hand written pages and blank paper. Inmates could not receive blank paper, so the 

officers placed it with Fuller's property. According to an officer, Fuller argued and refused to wait 

patiently while the officer reviewed the mail. Fuller included a declaration, signed by other 

inmates, that he was cooperative. The officer ultimately sent Fuller to lockdown and filed an 

incident report. Fuller asserted that he did not receive his mail for 19 hours. 
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The trial court held a hearing on October 1. Sergeant Cathy Miller stated that the jail only 

searched mail for contraband and did not make copies or pass mail along to the prosecutor's office 

unless there was cause, such as contacting a witness. When Fuller discussed the mail issue, he 

agreed that since the jail had complied with his request after his complaint, he did not see the need 

for a court order. 

The court asked Fuller if he was withdrawing the motion. Fuller asked if that would impact 

preserving the issue, and the court responded it would not prevent him from arguing it "at some 

future point in time." RP (Oct. 1, 2013) at 15. Fuller then withdrew the motion. 

On March 14, Fuller filed a CrR 8.3(b) and (c) motion to dismiss based on insufficient 

evidence and governmental misconduct relating to the mail and the media incidents. During 

argument on his motion, Fuller stated that the infonnation he sent to and received from his mother 

relating to the case involved strategy and included privileged work product. He continued to assert 

that the jail gave copies of the information to the prosecutor's office. 

Fuller explained that he had been trying to keep in touch with his girlfriend by writing her. 

His attorney at the time provided Fuller with information that could only have been contained in a 

letter to his girlfriend. Based on this fact, Fuller argued that the jail was providing copies of his 

mail to the prosecution. Fuller also brought in pieces of his mail to show the court that the mail 

had been ripped open and had "not legal mail" written on the envelopes. RP (March 27, 2014) at 

124. 

Fuller also argued that the prosecutor's office violated his right to a fair trial by disclosing 

too much information to the media. He asserted that articles with incorrect information about his 

case still existed on the internet. He conceded that the State could release information to the media 
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but that it must be admissible and not prejudicial to the case. He argued that the State had made 

statements that "amount[ ed] to an ongoing violation" of his rights. RP (March 27, 20 14) at 131. 

The trial court denied Fuller's motions.3 It directed the State to "make sure they comply 

with the Rules of Professional Conduct [PRC] in making any statements about [the] case." RP 

(March 27, 2014) at 146. 

Fuller also moved the trial court to exclude photographs depicting indentations in the bark. 

He argued that the photographed footprints measured "roughly 13 inches, not over 13 inches," and 

the prints were unidentifiable as shoe or boot prints. RP (Oct. 28, 2014) at 138. He also argued 

that the photographs prejudiced him because they created a false link between the prints and the 

cnme. The court reserved ruling. 

B. Media Coverage-Twitter 

During jury selection the court asked potential jurors ifthey had heard about the case. Five 

potential jurors disclosed that they had heard about it in the news but that it would not affect their 

judgment. On the second day of jury selection, the court again asked the potential jurors whether 

any of them had heard of the case and encouraged them to not try to recall anything more if they 

did end up on the jury. The trial court also reminded the jurors several times throughout the trial 

that they should not seek out or view any media on the case. 

3 Fuller later asked the trial court to reconsider its decision, apparently without filing a motion to 
reconsider. The trial court denied the motion to reconsider. Fuller sought discretionary review. 
We denied review. Fuller again moved to dismiss the charges prior to trial and again argued before 
the court that there was insufficient evidence. The trial court denied this motion as well. 
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On November 12, during trial, Fuller brought to the court's attention one specific Tweet 

from the prosecutor's office. Fuller said the Tweet read, "[T]he Pierce County Prosecutor Mark 

Lindquist to deliver opening statement tomorrow."4 RP (Nov. 12, 2014) at 5-6. It also stated, 

"Fuller killed taxi driver on Tacoma's Sixth Avenue." RP (Nov. 12, 2014) at 6. Fuller argued that 

this message was a direct opinion on his guilt. 

Lindquist responded that the office is a "public agency" and it has a public information 

employee who informs the public of the work his office does. RP (Nov. 12, 2014) at 6. He also 

stated that the trial court had already instructed the jurors to avoid the media. Fuller informed the 

court that he was not making a motion but believed a more proper Tweet would have included the 

word "allegedly." RP (Nov. 12, 2014) at 8. Fuller presented no evidence that any juror had seen 

the Tweet. The trial court ruled that the word "allegedly" might have been better, but that the 

Tweet did not violate the RPCs. RP (Nov. 12, 2014) at 8. 

C. Indentation Evidence 

When the State presented the video of the crime scene, Fuller objected, claiming it would 

take too long to show the video. The court overruled the objection. Fuller did not object again to 

the playing of the video. Fuller did object on the basis of relevance when the State offered a photo 

of the indentations in the bark. The court overruled this objection also. 

After the first week of trial, Fuller moved to exclude testimony about the indentations in 

the bark. He appeared to assert that the evidence was speculative, inconsistent, and irrelevant. 

The court denied the motion. 

4 The tweet actually said, "Prosecutor Mark Lindquist to delivery opening statement tomorrow on 
Jaycee Fuller murder trial. Fuller killed taxi driver on Tacoma's Sixth Avenue." RP (Nov. 12, 
2014) at 7. 
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IV. JURY VERDICT & SENTENCING 

The jury found Fuller guilty of felony murder in the first degree and premeditated murder 

in the first degree. It also found the deadly weapon enhancement for both counts. 

At sentencing, Fuller filed a motion to arrest judgment, arguing the jury lacked substantial 

evidence to convict him. The court denied the motion as to both counts. The court then merged 

the felony murder and premeditated murder counts. Fuller continued to assert his innocence 

throughout sentencing. The court sentenced him to 280 months of incarceration, with an additional 

24 months for the deadly weapon enhancement, and 36 months of community custody. The court 

also imposed mandatory legal financial obligations and the requested $7,436 restitution, with 

credit for what had already been paid. The court found Fuller indigent. 

Fuller appeals. 

ANALYSIS 

I. BARK INDENTATION EVIDENCE 

Fuller argues the trial court abused its discretion by admitting testimony about indentations 

in bark near the crime scene. We disagree. 

A. Standard ofReview 

A self-represented defendant is held to the same standards as an attorney. State v. Sullivan, 

143 Wn.2d 162, 178, 19 P.3d 1012 (2001); see also State v. Smith, 104 Wn.2d 497,508, 707 P.2d 

1306 (1985). A party who failed to obtain a final ruling on a motion in limine before or during 

trial after a trial court issued a tentative ruling, has waived any objection to the exclusion of the 

evidence. Statev. Riker, 123 Wn.2d351,369,869P.2d43 (1994). 
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A party must object to the admission of evidence as soon as he knows the basis of the 

objection and at a time when the trial court could con·ect the alleged error. State v. Leavitt, 49 Wn. 

App. 348, 357, 743 P.2d 270 (1987), aff'd, 111 Wn.2d 66, 758 P.2d 982 (1988). An objection that 

does not specify the particular ground on which it is based is insufficient to preserve the matter for 

review, and it is waived. State v. Guloy, 104 Wn.2d 412,422, 705 P.2d 1192 (1985). A defendant 

cannot argue for reversal based on an evidentiary rule not raised at trial. State v. Powell, 166 

Wn.2d 73, 82, 206 P.3d 321, 327 (2009). 

B. Failure to Object 

Pretrial, Fuller moved the trial cowt to exclude photographs depicting indentations in the 

bark. The court reserved ruling. During trial, Fuller objected to the admission of the photographs 

on the basis of relevance. On appeal, Fuller claims the trial court erred by admitting testimony 

about the indentations, but he does not claim the admission of the photographs was error. 

During three days of trial, Fuller did not object to testimony on direct and cross

examination about the bark indentations. Only after the first week of trial did Fuller move to 

exclude testimony about the indentations in the bark. The court denied the motion. 

Below, Fuller objected to the admission of the photographs based on relevance. On appeal, 

he does not revisit this objection and solely addresses the testimony regarding the indentations. 

We conclude that Fuller did not preserve the issue for review; therefore, we need not address his 

argument regarding abuse of discretion. 

II. GOVERNMENT MISCONDUCT 

Fuller argues that the State violated his work product privilege and improperly commented 

on his case in the media. We disagree. 
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A. Jail Mail 

Fuller argues that as a self-represented defendant, his research, strategy, thoughts about the 

case, interview notes, and draft motions constituted privileged work product. As such, he contends 

the State, through the conduct of the jail, violated the privilege by opening his mail marked "Legal 

Mail" and either reading it or copying it. Br. of Appellant at 29. We disagree. 

Before we address Fuller's argument, we first consider the State's contention that Fuller's 

argument is not preserved for review. The State seems to suggest that the trial court made a 

tentative ruling because it agreed to consider more facts about the jail mail situation. However, 

after Fuller presented facts to support his motion to dismiss, the trial court determined they were 

insufficient to find misconduct. The trial court then denied the motion. The trial court's ruling is 

preserved for review and we review the issue on the merits. 

CrR 8.3(b) provides that "[t]he court, in the furtherance of justice, after notice and hearing, 

may dismiss any criminal prosecution due to arbitrary action or governmental misconduct when 

there has been prejudice to the rights of the accused which materially affect the accused's right to 

a fair trial." To support dismissal under CrR 8.3(b), a defendant must first demonstrate arbitrary 

action or governmental misconduct. State v. Garza, 99 Wn. App. 291, 295, 994 P.2d 868 (2000). 

'"[D]ismissal of charges is an extraordinary remedy available only when there has been 

prejudice to the rights of the accused which materially affected his or her rights to a fair trial.'" 

Garza, 99 Wn. App. at 295 (quoting City of Seattle v. Orwick, 113 Wn.2d 823, 830, 784 P.2d 161 

(1989)). We review the trial court's decision to deny a motion to dismiss under CrR 8.3 for abuse 

of discretion. State v. Kone, 165 Wn. App. 420, 433,266 P.3d 916 (2011). We consider whether 

the decision was manifestly unreasonable, based on untenable grounds, or made for untenable 

reasons. Kone, 165 Wn. App. at 420. 
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Fuller does not clearly state what government conduct he challenges. He references the 

instances when the jail confiscated his mail for 19 hours and when the State made a copy of his 

mail on one occasion. Fuller also states, ")ail personnel were aware the mail was confidential and 

deliberately marked it 'Not' Legal Mail, opened and read mail that was marked as legal mail." Br. 

of Appellant at 32. 

Fuller raised his concerns about his jail mail several times before the trial court. During 

these instances, Fuller provided no evidence that the jail did anything other than inspect the mail 

for contraband and return the mail to him. The record does not indicate the jail committed any 

wrongdoing. See Garza, 99 Wn. App. at 301 Gail inspecting imnate legal mail within limits is 

permissible to address security concerns); see also Wolffv. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539,576-77,94 

S. Ct. 2963,41 L. Ed. 2d 935 (1974) (opening legal mail in presence of inmates, without reading 

it, accommodates prison's security concerns while protecting inmates' right to private 

communications with attorneys). 

Fuller asserts that the trial court applied the wrong legal standard to determine whether his 

work product privilege was violated. However, we need not decide whether papers containing 

legal writing received by or sent to a self-represented defendant who is communicating with a non

lawyer for purposes of his defense are work product. Because Fuller did not present evidence that 

the government violated his rights, the trial court did not abuse its discretion by denying the motion 

to dismiss. 

B. Twitter Comment 

Fuller argues the State committed misconduct by tweeting a statement about his gui It which 

violated the RPCs. Because this issue is not preserved for review, we do not review it. 
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As a threshold issue, the State again argues that Fuller's argument is not preserved for 

review because Fuller did not make a motion or object below. Fuller's briefing focuses solely on 

the November 2 Tweet from the prosecutor's office referencing Lindquist's opening statement. 

Pretrial, Fuller filed a motion asserting that Lindquist committed prosecutorial misconduct 

by discussing Fuller's case publically in the news and asking that the trial court disqualify 

Lindquist. Also, in addition to his jail mail arguments, Fuller's CrR 8.3(b) motion asserted that 

the prosecutor's office committed misconduct by improperly discussing his case in the media. 

This motion was prior to the November 2 Tweet from the prosecutor's office. In the middle of the 

trial, Fuller brought the November 2 Tweet to the court's attention. Fuller advised the court that 

he was not making a motion but meant to inform it that a more proper Tweet would have included 

the word "allegedly." RP (Nov. 12, 2014) at 8. He also reiterated near the end of trial that he was 

not bringing a motion but advising the court about the State's media presence. 

Generally, an appellant may not raise an argument on appeal that he or she did not present 

to the trial court. State v. Lazcano, 188 Wn. App. 338, 355, 354 P.3d 233 (2015), review denied, 

185 Wn.2d 1008 (20 16). We conclude that Fuller did not preserve the prosecutorial misconduct 

issue by filing his pretrial prosecutorial misconduct motion because it addressed a different issue 

than the one before us. The pretrial motion did not address whether the State commented on his 

guilt but focused on an article from a year prior. However, Fuller presents this issue as 

prosecutorial misconduct. 

Prosecutorial misconduct may deprive a defendant of his constitutional right to a fair trial. 

In re Pers. Restraint ofGlasmann, 175 Wn.2d 696,703-04,286 P.3d 673 (2012). "'A '[f]air trial" 

certainly implies a trial in which the attorney representing the state does not throw the prestige of 

his public office ... and the expression of his own belief of guilt into the scales against the 
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accused."' Glasmann, 175 Wn.2d at 704 (quoting State v. Monday, 171 Wn.2d 667, 677,257 P.3d 

551 (2011) (alteration in original)). We may review manifest errors affecting a constitutional right. 

RAP 2.5(a)(3). "'Manifest' ... requires a showing of actual prejudice." State v. Kirkman, 159 

Wn.2d 918, 935, 155 P.3d 125 (2007) (quoting State v. Walsh, 143 Wn.2d 1, 8, 17 P.3d 591 

(2001 )). Because the issue was not otherwise preserved, Fuller must show that the alleged 

prosecutorial misconduct affects his constitutional rights. RAP 2.5(a)(3). 

Fuller contends that the State committed misconduct when it disregarded the trial court's 

admonishment and issued a Tweet commenting on his guilt. In order to prevail on a claim of 

prosecutorial misconduct, a defendant is required to show that in the context of the record and all 

of the circumstances of the trial, the prosecutor's conduct was both improper and prejudicial. State 

v. Thorgerson, 172 Wn.2d 438, 442, 258 P.3d 43 (2011 ). To show prejudice an appellant must 

show a substantial likelihood that the misconduct affected the jury verdict. Thorgerson, 172 

Wn.2d at 442. Both RAP 2.5(a)(3) and a prosecutorial misconduct claim, require a showing of 

actual prejudice. 

Fuller cannot establish prejudice and therefore, his argument is not preserved for review 

under RAP 2.5(a)(3). He compares his case to that in State v. Charlton, 90 Wn.2d 657, 585 P.2d 

142 ( 1978). In that case, the prosecutor commented on Charlton's guilt in front of the jury during 

closing argument. Charlton, 90 Wn.2d. at 660-61. Here, there is no evidence in the record that 

any of the jurors saw the Tweet. Furthermore, because the case had been tried previously and 

covered in the media, the trial court repeatedly reminded the jury to avoid media sources and focus 

only on the evidence presented during the trial. We also presume jurors follow the court's 

instructions. State v. Kalebaugh, 183 Wn.2d 578, 586, 355 P.3d 253 (2015). Because Fuller 

cannot show that he was prejudiced, we do not consider the issue. 
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Ill. lNSUFFICfENT EVIDENCE 

Fuller argues that insufficient evidence supported the jury's guilty verdicts. We disagree. 

A. Standard of Review 

The State is required to prove all elements of a crime charged beyond a reasonable doubt. 

State v. Colquitt, 133 Wn. App. 789, 796, 137 P.3d 892 (2006). The substantial evidence standard 

is satisfied where there is sufficient evidence from which the jury could rationally find the 

defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. State v. Ng, 110 Wn.2d 32, 48, 750 P.2d 632 (1988). 

"The test for detennining the sufficiency of the evidence is whether, after viewing the evidence in 

the light most favorable to the State, any rational trier of fact could have found guilt beyond a 

reasonable doubt." State v. Salinas, 119 Wn.2d 192,201,829 P.2d 1068 (1992). 

"A claim of insufficiency admits the truth of the State's evidence and all inferences that 

reasonably can be drawn therefrom." Salinas, 119 Wn.2d at 201. Circumstantial evidence and 

direct evidence are equally reliable. State v. Delmarter, 94 Wn.2d 634, 638, 618 P.2d 99 (1980). 

Credibility determinations are for the trier of fact and are not subject to review on appeal. State v. 

Prestegard, 108 Wn. App. 14, 23, 28 P.3d 817 (2001). We defer to the trier of fact on issues of 

conflicting testimony, credibility of witnesses, and the persuasiveness of the evidence. Prestegard, 

108 Wn. App. at 23. The trier of fact may reject even uncontested testimony as not credible as 

long as it does not do so arbitrarily. Prestegard, I 08 Wn. App. at 23. 

Where "the inferences and underlying evidence are strong enough to permit a rational fact 

finder to find guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, a conviction may be properly based on 'pyramiding 

inferences."' State v. Bencivenga, 137 Wn.2d 703,711,974 P.2d 832 (1999) (quoting 1 CLIFFORD 

S. FISHMAN, JONES ON EVIDENCE: CIVIL AND CRIMINAL§ 5.17, at 450 (7th ed. 1992)). Inferences 
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drawn from circumstantial evidence "must be reasonable and cannot be based on speculation." 

State v. Vasquez, 178 Wn.2d I, 16, 309 P.3d 318 (20 13 ). 

B. Felony Murder in the First Degree 

Fuller argues that the State presented insufficient evidence to prove he committed robbery 

or attempted robbery, the predicate felonies for the felony murder conviction. 

To convict Fuller of felony murder in the first degree, the jury had to find that Fuller 

committed or attempted to commit robbery in the first degree, and in the course of or in furtherance 

of that crime, caused the death of Ahmed in the State of Washington. RCW 9A.32.030(1)(c). A 

defendant commits the crime of robbery in the first degree when in the commission or immediate 

flight from the robbery he is armed with a deadly weapon. RCW 9A.56.190, .200. And, a 

defendant commits the crime of attempted robbery in the first degree when he, with intent to 

commit robbery in the first degree, does any act which is a substantial step toward commission of 

that crime. 

Fuller contends that the State presented no evidence of robbery or attempted robbery. We 

disagree. When viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the state, clear evidence of 

motive, opportunity and intent existed. Ahmed picked up a passenger in front of Masa and an 

individual who looked similar to Fuller was nearby at the time. The police recovered Fuller's 

DNA evidence from the crime scene. Fuller lost his job, pawned his belongings, and faced eviction 

from his residence. Ahmed did not press the panic button in his cab and Fuller, a former cab driver, 

had knowledge of the security systems in a cab. 

Ahmed suffered a knife-like wound on the front of his neck and multiple sharp-force 

injuries to his right hand. The blood patterns within the cab indicated movement coming from the 

driver's seat and the seat directly behind it. The meter and vehicle were still running when the 
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police arrived. And, the money on Ahmed's person was covered in blood and there was a one-

dollar bill on the floorboard. Cab drivers hide money in various places in their cabs. Nobody knew 

how much money Ahmed collected on this shift, but he certainly could have collected more money 

than the police recovered. Fuller often commented on his dislike of foreigners. Circumstantially, 

when viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the state, a reasonable jury could have 

reasonably inferred that a struggle occurred over the cash in the cab and that the neck wounds 

showed the use of force to take or try to take. money. 5 

Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the State and giving equal weight to 

circumstantial and direct evidence, we conclude that a reasonable jury could have found all of the 

elements of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt. 

C. Premeditated Murder in the First Degree 

Fuller also argues that the State presented insufficient evidence to prove he committed 

premeditated murder in the first degree. 

To convict Fuller of premeditated murder in the first degree in this case, the jury had to 

find that Fuller intended to cause the death of Ahmed, that the intent was premeditated, that Ahmed 

died as a result of Fuller's acts, and that the crime occurred in the State of Washington. RCW 

9A.32.030(1 )(a). 

In addition to the evidence already mentioned above, the State presented evidence that the 

crime took place very near where Fuller lived. The route Ahmed took went past the El Popo 

Apartments and used a road that was infrequently used but commonly taken by Yell ow Cab 

drivers. Fuller mentioned to several people that he hated King Cab (Ahmed's employer) because 

5 Fuller asserts that the lead detective stated there was not an indication of a robbery. However, 
Fuller misstates the evidence. The detective's testimony specifically testified nothing in the cab 
pointed to "a successful" robbery. RP (Nov. 6, 2014) at 363 
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they only hired foreigners and they would not hire him. He also told several people he did not like 

foreigners or immigrants taking American jobs. The medical examiner testified that the wound to 

the right side of Ahmed's neck caused the death and that the sharp-force injury to this abdomen 

likely occurred afterwards because of blood loss. 

Fuller asks us to look at the evidence in the light most favorable to him, rather than the 

State. Viewing the above evidence along with the rest of the evidence presented in the light most 

favorable to the State, we conclude that sufficient evidence supported the jury's verdict. 

IV. APPELLATE COSTS 

Fuller argues that we should not impose costs on appeal because he is indigent and does 

not have a present or future ability to pay such costs. We agree. 

We consider the issue of appellate costs in a criminal case during the course of appellate 

review when the issue is raised in an appellant's brief. State v. Sinclair, 192 Wn. App. 380, 389-

90,367 P.3d 612 (2016), review denied, 185 Wn.2d 1034 (2016). The award of appellate costs by 

an appellate court is discretionary. Sinclair, 192 Wn. App. at 385-86. In using our discretion, we 

make an individualized inquiry in the review of appellate costs. Sinclair, 182 Wn.2d at 3 91. We 

presume a party remains indigent throughout the review, unless the trial court finds that the party's 

financial condition has improved. RAP 15.2(±). 

At sentencing, the trial court found Fuller indigent and an order of indigency was entered. 

It was established at trial that Fuller lost his job as a driver with Yellow Cab three months prior to 

the murder, and that he previously worked as a dishwasher at the Keg Restaurant. He was also 

evicted from his apartment, pawning his belongings, and staying with friends until his arrest. 

Fuller was sentenced to 304 months of confinement. Mandatory legal financial costs and 

restitution were also imposed. 
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The State argues that the record shows that Fuller is "an able-bodied man who 

demonstrated a capacity for gainful employment." Supp. Br. of Resp't at 3. The State further 

argues that ability to pay is not an indispensable factor in considering imposing costs, and prison-

based indigency for murder should not be a barrier to appellate costs. However, no showing has 

been made that Fuller's financial condition has improved or is likely to improve upon release. We 

exercise our discretion and waive appellate costs. 

We affirm. 

A majority of the panel having determined that this opinion will not be printed in the 

Washington Appellate Reports, but will be filed for public record in accordance with RCW 

2.06.040, it is so ordered. 

M~-
Melnick, J. J 

We concur: 

A.t..J. 
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